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A Cavity Experiment to Searh for Hidden Setor PhotonsJoerg Jaekel1� and Andreas Ringwald2y1Centre for Partile Theory, Durham University, Durham DH1 3LE, United Kingdom2Deutshes Elektronen Synhrotron, Notkestra�e 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanyAbstratWe propose a avity experiment to searh for low mass extra U(1) gauge bosons with gauge-kineti mixing with the ordinary photon, so-alled paraphotons. The setup onsists oftwo mirowave avities shielded from eah other. In one avity, paraphotons are produedvia photon-paraphoton osillations. The seond, resonant, avity is then driven by theparaphotons that permeate the shielding and reonvert into photons. This setup resemblesthe lassi \light shining through a wall" setup. However, the high quality fators ahievablefor mirowave avities and the good sensitivity of mirowave detetors allow for a projetedsensitivity for photon-paraphoton mixing of the order of � � 10�12 to 10�8, for paraphotonswith masses in the �eV to meV range { exeeding the urrent laboratory- and astrophysis-based limits by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, this experiment bears signi�antdisovery potential for hidden setor physis.Extensions of the standard model often ontain extra U(1) gauge degrees of freedom. If theorresponding additional gauge bosons have diret renormalizable ouplings to standard modelmatter, they are usually referred to as Z 0-bosons. Negative ollider searhes for the latterhave onstrained their mass to mZ0 & few� 100GeV, for ouplings of weak or eletromagnetistrength [1℄.However, in many ases, notably in realisti string-based senarios standard model matteris unharged under the additional U(1) symmetry and the orresponding gauge boson belongsto a \hidden setor", typially interating with the standard model partiles only via feeblegravity-like interations. In these ases, the only renormalizable interation with the standardmodel visible setor an our via mixing [2; 3℄ of the photon  with the hidden setor photon 0,often dubbed \paraphoton". Clearly, the sensitivity of ollider experiments to photon mixingis extremely limited, in partiular if the hidden setor photon has a small mass in the sub-eVrange. Presently, the best laboratory limits on a low mass paraphoton and its mixing withthe photon arise from Cavendish-type tests of the Coulomb law [4; 5℄ and from the searh forsignals of {0 osillations with laser \light shining through a wall" experiments [6; 7℄. Thebest astrophysial limits ome from onsiderations of the energy balane of stars, in partiularthe sun, and from the non-observation of photon regeneration in heliosopes [8; 9℄.�e-mail: joerg.jaekel�durham.a.ukye-mail: andreas.ringwald�desy.de 1
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Figure 1: Shemati piture of a \light shining through a wall" experiment. The rosses denote the non-diagonal mass terms that onvert photons into paraphotons. The photon  osillates into the paraphoton0 and, after the wall, bak into the photon  whih an then be deteted.In this letter, we propose a laboratory experiment to searh for signatures of {0 osillationsby exploiting high-quality mirowave avities. Our setup seems to be realizable with urrenttehnology and has a large window of opportunity for the disovery of low mass, �eV .m0 .meV, hidden setor photons, exeeding the urrent limits on {0 mixing by several orders ofmagnitude.For de�niteness, we will onsider an extension of the standard model where one has, at lowenergies, say muh below the eletron mass, in addition to the familiar eletromagneti U(1)QED ,another hidden-setor U(1)h under whih all standard model partiles have zero harge. Thismay our quite generally in string embeddings of the standard model (for general reviews, seee.g. Refs. [10; 11; 12; 13℄), no matter whether they are based on ompati�ations of heteroti(e.g. [14; 15℄), IIA (e.g. [16℄), and IIB (e.g. [17℄) string theory. The most general renormalizableLagrangian desribing these two U(1)'s at low energies isL = �14F ��F�� � 14B��B�� � 12�F ��B�� + 12m20B�B�; (1)where F�� is the �eld strength tensor for the ordinary eletromagneti U(1)QED gauge �eld A�,and B�� is the �eld strength for the hidden-setor U(1)h �eld B�, i.e., the paraphoton. The �rsttwo terms are the standard kineti terms for the photon and paraphoton �elds, respetively.Beause the �eld strength itself is gauge invariant for U(1) gauge �elds, the third term is alsoallowed by gauge and Lorentz symmetry. This term orresponds to a non-diagonal kineti term,a so-alled kineti mixing [3℄. From the viewpoint of a low-energy e�etive Lagrangian, � is aompletely arbitrary parameter. Embedding the model into a more fundamental theory, it isplausible that � = 0 holds at a high-energy sale related to the fundamental theory. However,integrating out the heavy quantum utuations generally tends to generate non-vanishing � atlow sales. Indeed, kineti mixing arises quite generally both in �eld theoreti [3℄ as well as instring theoreti [18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23℄ setups. The last term in the Lagrangian (1) aounts fora possible mass of the paraphoton. This may arise from the breaking of the paraphoton U(1)hvia a Higgs mehanism and hoosing unitary gauge, or, alternatively, may be just an expliitSt�ukelberg mass term [24℄.Let us now swith to a �eld basis in whih the predition of {0 osillations beomesapparent. In fat, the kineti terms in the Lagrangian (1) an be diagonalized by a shiftB� ! ~B� � �A�: (2)Apart from a multipliative renormalization of the eletromagneti gauge oupling, e2 ! e2=(1��2), the visible-setor �elds remain una�eted by this shift and one obtains a non-diagonal massterm that mixes photons with paraphotons,L = �14F ��F�� � 14 ~B�� ~B�� + 12m20 � ~B� ~B� � 2� ~B�A� + �2A�A�� : (3)Therefore, in analogy to neutrino avour osillations, photons may osillate in vauum intoparaphotons. These osillations and the fat that the paraphotons do not interat with ordinary2



Figure 2: Existing bounds on the existene of massive paraphotons with kineti mixing andprojeted sensitivity for the proposed experiment. Upper limit on the mixing parameter � versusthe mass m0 , obtained from the non-observation of deviations from Coulomb's law [4; 5℄ (blue,labelled \Coulomb"), from the non-observation of laser \light shining through a wall" (blak,labeled \Laser"; thik: published limit from BFRT [6℄; thin: projeted sensitivity of ongoingexperiments [7℄), and from solar energy balane onsiderations [8; 9℄ (red, labelled \Sun").Also shown is the projeted sensitivity of our proposed \mirowaves permeating through ashielding" setup (darkred, labelled \Cavities"). The dashed dotted line orresponds to theoptimisti senario (Q = Q0 = 1011, Pem � 1 W, Pdetetable = 10�26 W, �0 = 1:3GHz, i.e.!0 � 5:4�eV) and the dashed fat line to the more modest one (Q = 1010, Q0 = 104, Pem � 1 W,Pdetetable = 10�20 W, �0 = 1:3 GHz) in the text. In both ases we have used jGj = 1 form0 � !0 and jGj = 0 for m0 > !0, for simpliity, for the \geometry fator" (25). Thethin dashed dotted line orresponds to the sensitivity whih one might get from the optimistisenario, if one sans the frequeny between 250 MHz . �0 . 250 GHz, orresponding to1�eV . !0 . 1meV (for frequenies �0 > 3GHz, the losses in the avities grow due toan inreased surfae resistane [26℄; aordingly, we have assumed a drop in the Q value forfrequenies higher than 3GHz.)matter forms the basis of the possibility [2℄ to searh for signals of paraphotons in \light shiningthrough a wall" experiments (f. Fig. 1). The sensitivity of ongoing experiments of this type (fora review, see Ref. [25℄) for paraphoton searhes has reently been estimated in Ref. [7℄. Theirdisovery potential extends the urrent upper limit on � set by the BFRT ollaboration [6℄ byabout one order of magnitude over the whole range of masses m0 (f. Fig. 2).Here, we propose another setup searhing for signatures of {0 osillations whih resemblesthe lassi \light shining through a wall" setup. It onsists of two mirowave avities shieldedfrom eah other (f. Fig. 3). In one avity, paraphotons are produed via photon-paraphotonosillations. The seond, resonant, avity is then driven by the paraphotons that permeate theshielding and reonvert into photons. Due to the high quality fators ahievable for mirowaveavities and the good sensitivity of mirowave detetors suh a setup will allow for an unpree-dented disovery potential for hidden setor photons in the mass range from �eV to meV range(f. Fig. 2).Before we start with a detailed alulation, let us present a simple estimate based on aomparison with the familiar \light shining through a wall" setup, whih exploits an optial3



Figure 3: Shemati illustration of a \mirowaves permeating through a shielding" experiment for thesearh for massive hidden setor photons mixing with the photon (a high-frequeny (HF) generator drivesthe emitter avity).avity and a laser with wavelength � few � 100 nm. In optial avities, the spatial extentof the laser beam transverse to the beam diretion (� mm � m) is muh greater than thewavelength. The wave is e�etively a plane wave propagating in the beam diretion and theproblem is e�etively one-dimensional. This is not the ase for mirowave or radio-frequeny(RF) avities where the size of the avity is similar to the wavelength in all three diretions.Nevertheless, let us for the moment imagine an unrealisti avity whih has in�nite extent intwo diretions. Then the situation is equivalent to a standard \light shining through a wall"experiment (the shielding is equivalent to a wall). For a setup with avities on both sides ofthe wall, the probability for a photon to pass through the wall and to be emitted by the seondavity is [2; 7; 27; 28℄,Ptrans = 16�4 �N1 + 12 � �N2 + 12 � [sin (�k`1) sin (�k`2)℄2 : (4)Here, N1;2 are the number of passes the light makes through the avities, `1;2 are the lengthsof the two avities, and �k = ! �q!2 �m20 (5)is the momentum di�erene between the photon and the paraphoton, expressed in terms of theenergy of the laser photons, ! = 2��, where � is the frequeny of the laser light. Maximalsensitivity to the mixing parameter � will be ahieved if both sines in Eq. (4) are equal to one.One way to ahieve this is to hoose the angular frequeny ! � 2�=� = m0 and in exploitingavities of length `1 = `2 = �=2, where � is the wavelength of the laser light.Using this we an get a rough idea of what may be aomplished by a similar experimentusing mirowave or RF avities (f. Fig. 3) instead of optial avities. Using (N + 1)=2 � Q,where Q is the quality fator of the avity, we roughly expetPmaxtrans � �4QQ0: (6)To get an idea of the sensitivity whih suh an experiment an reah let us plug in some numbers.The power output Pout of the detetor avity1 will bePout = PtransPin; (7)1When we speak of power going into and out of the avities we an alternatively think of this as a measure forthe energy stored inside the avity. The power is related to the stored energy U and the Q fator via P = !U=Q.4



in terms of the power Pin put into the emitter avity. An input power of Pin � 1 W is quite real-isti2 [30℄ and an emission of Pout � 10�26 W is just on the verge of being detetable [31℄. Highquality avities based on superonduting tehnology an reah Q � 1011 [29℄. Plugging thesenumbers into Eqs. (6) and (7), we infer that, very optimistially, a setup based on mirowaveor RF avities might be sensitive to values of the mixing parameter as small as � � 10�12, inthe mass range orresponding to the frequeny range, i.e. �eV . m0 . meV.Motivated by this estimate, let us proeed to more realisti situations, taking into aountthe appropriate fully three-dimensional geometry. Our starting point are the equations ofmotion for the photon �eld A and the paraphoton �eldB (Lorentz indies suppressed3) followingfrom Eq. (1), (���� + �2m20)A = �m20B; (8)(���� +m20)B = �m20A: (9)Our strategy is as follows (f. Fig. 3). We start with the ordinary eletromagneti �eld insidethe �rst \emitter" avity. This �eld ats as a soure for the paraphoton �eld. The paraphoton�eld permeates the shielding and in turn ats as a soure for an eletromagneti �eld inside theseond \detetor" avity. We will always onsider the lowest non-trivial order.To lowest order in �, we an obtain the eletromagneti �eld inside the emitter avity bysolving ����A = 0, i.e. the standard equation of ordinary eletrodynamis. Implementing the(time independent) boundary onditions of the avity is a textbook exerise [32℄. Using theseparation ansatz Aem(x; t) = aem(t)A!0(x); (10)aounting for a �nite quality fator Q of the avity, and inluding a driving fore f(t), we have,� d2dt2 + !0Q ddt + !20� aem(t) = f(t); (11)where �r2A!0(x) = !20A!0(x) (12)is an eigenfuntion of the spatial part of the wave equation inluding the appropriate boundaryonditions. It is onvenient to hoose a normalization,ZV d3 xjA!0(x)j2 = 1: (13)For example, if the avity is a ube with side length L, the eigenfuntions for the eletri �eldin the z-diretions areA!mnp0 (x) = Cmnp sin�m�xL � sin�n�yL � os�p�zL � ; (14)where Cmnp are normalization fators. The eigenvalues are in this ase given by!mnp0 = �Lpm2 + n2 + p2; m; n = 1; 2; : : : p = 0; 1; : : : : (15)Employing an osillating driving fore,f(t) = f0 exp(�i!t); (16)2Let us express this in terms of the energy stored inside the avity. For example at the frequeny 1:3GHzused in the TESLA avities and with a Q � 1011 [29℄ this orresponds to an energy U � 10 J stored inside theavity.3Although we may think of A as the gauge potential. Using Coulomb gauge A0 = 0, whih is ompatible withLorentz gauge, we an immediately relate A to eletri �elds via E = � dAdt .5



the amplitude will eventually approah,aem(t) = a0em exp(�i!t) = f0!2 � !20 � i!!0Q exp(�i!t): (17)For Q � 1 and a driving fore that is resonant with the avity, ! = !0, the amplitude isenhaned by a fator of Q with respet to the driving fore,a0em � i Q!20 f0: (18)The �eld aem(t)A!0(x) now ats as a soure on the right hand side of the equation of motionfor the paraphoton �elds, Eq. (9). The paraphoton does not interat with ordinary matter andno boundary onditions are enfored at �nite x. The appropriate solution are therefore obtainedfrom the (retarded) massive Greens funtion,B(x; t) = �m20 ZV d3yexp(ikjx� yj)4�jx� yj aem(t)A!0(y); (19)where V is the volume of the emitter avity andk2 = !2 �m20 : (20)In our detetor avity, the �eld B(x; t) now ats as a soure, i.e. a driving fore. The waveequation an again be solved by a separation ansatz analog to Eq. (10), A0(x; t) = adet(t)A0!00(x),� d2dt2 + !00Q0 ddt + !0 20 � adet(t) = b(t): (21)The driving fore b(t) an be obtained by remembering that the spatial eigenfuntions of avitiesform a omplete orthonormal set. Inserting the separation ansatz into Eq. (9), multiplying bythe eigenfuntion A0!00(x) and integrating over the volume V 0 of the detetor avity, we �ndb(t) = �2m40aem(t)ZV 0 ZV d3x d3y exp(ikjx� yj)4�jx� yj A!0(y)A0!00 (x): (22)To get resonant enhanement we hoose !00 = !0: (23)The integral in Eq. (22) has dimensions length2 = frequeny�2. Taking this into aountwe write b(t) = aem(t)�2m40!20 G(k=!0) (24)where G is a dimensionless funtion that enodes the geometri details of the setup, e.g. relativeposition, distane and shapes of the avities. Moreover, it depends on the mass m0 via k,G(k=!0) � !20 ZV 0 ZV d3x d3y exp(ikjx� yj)4�jx � yj A!0(y)A0!0 (x): (25)It is typially of order one, as an be seen from Fig. 4, where we show G for a setup with twoidential ubi avities.After some time the amplitude in the detetor avity will approaha0det = iQ0�2m40!40 Ga0em: (26)6
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Figure 4: Geometry fator jGj for a setup with two idential ubi avities with side length L = p2�=!0in the n = 1;m = 1; p = 0 mode of Eq. (14). The avities are plaed parallel and are separated by adistane d = 0 (red), d = L (blue) and d = 5L (green) along the z-axis. As expeted jGj sales roughlywith 1=d.Finally, we have to relate the amplitudes to the power input/output in the emitter/detetoravities. The quality fator is diretly related to the power onsumption/emission of a avity,P = !0Q U; (27)where U = onst jaj2 (28)is the energy stored inside the avity. Using this relation, the probability for a photon to passthrough the shielding and to be emitted by the seond avity isPtrans = PdetPem = QQ0 ja0detj2ja0emj2 = �4QQ0 m80!80 jGj2: (29)If we hoose the avity frequeny to be !0 = m0 , our expression agrees up to a fator of orderunity with our estimate (6).Let us now turn to the m0 dependene of the e�et. As an be seen from Fig. 4, thek and therefore m0 dependene of jGj is not very strong. Moreover, the latter is non-zero4for all allowed !0 � k � 0. Therefore, the sensitivity of the proposed experiment to thevalue of the mixing parameter � dereases roughly as !20=m20 when going to smaller masses.What happens for m0 > !0? In this ase k = i� is imaginary and jGj drops exponentially asjGj � exp(��d) where d is the distane between the avities. Sine some distane between theavities is neessary to allow for shielding et., the experiment will not be very sensitive in thisregion.In Fig. 2, we sketh the sensitivity region of two senarios:� An optimisti senario where we basially stik together the best avities Q = Q0 � 1011,Pem � 1 W, best detetors Pdetetable � 10�26 W, and assume that perfet shielding ispossible and� a more modest senario where we use Q � 1010, Q0 � 104, Pem � 1 W, and a detetablepower of Pdetetable � 10�20 W.4It should be mentioned that this is typial for the lowest avity modes where the �eld does not hange signinside the avity. 7



In both ases the ahieved sensitivity is better than the urrent laboratory and astrophysiallimits. The sensitivity region an be further extended by performing several experiments atdi�erent frequenies or, even better, sanning through a whole region of frequenies (thin dasheddotted line in Fig. 2).At last we note that one an also obtain a bound from the observed maximal Q value of theemitter avity itself. The onversion of photons into paraphotons leads to an energy loss in theemitter avity. From our disussion above we an estimate that the probability for a photon toonvert to a paraphoton during one pass through the avity isPloss � �2m40!40 : (30)Assuming that onversion into paraphotons is the only soure of energy loss we infer that themaximal possible Q is Qmax � 2�Ploss � 2��2 !40m40 : (31)At the resonane frequeny, !0 = m0 , an observed value Q > 1011 will then translate into abound of roughly �(m0 = !0) . 10�5. As above, the bound beomes weaker as � !20=m20 , forsmaller m0 , and drops o� sharply for m0 > !0.Finally, let us omment on a few experimental issues. First, sine we use avities both forprodution and detetion we have to assure that both avities have the same resonant frequeny.More preisely the frequenies have to agree in a small range �!0=!0 � 1=Q0. This is a non-trivial task. However, ompared to optial frequenies (as proposed in [27; 28℄), this should besigni�antly simpler for mirowave of RF avities: the wavelength is longer and orrespondinglythe allowed inauraies in the avity are muh larger. Indeed, the avities originally developedfor the TESLA aelerator [29℄ may be mutually tuned in frequenies to a few � 100Hz [30℄.With a resonane frequeny of roughly 1 GHz, this orresponds to an allowed quality fatorof the detetor avity of Q0 � 106. We have used even a somewhat smaller Q0 � 104 in ourmodest senario. Seond, one needs to provide suÆiently good shielding between the avitiesto prevent exiting the detetor avity by ordinary eletromagneti �elds leaking from theprodution region. This is losely linked to the question how one an deide that a possiblesignal is physial in origin. One way to aomplish this ould onsist in heking the phase of a\signal". The phase di�ers between an artifat resulting from a ordinary photon sneaking outof the avity and a true paraphoton signal: for a true signal the phase is enoded in the omplexphase of G. The photon is massless and the wavenumber is k = !0 whereas the paraphotonis massive and has a smaller wavenumber k = q!20 �m20 < !0 = k . Therefore, the phasedi�erene, ��, between an artifat and a true signal is approximately�� � (k � k)d = (!0 � k)d; (32)where d is the distane between the avities5.Last, but not least, let us note that the experimental setup proposed in this letter an beextended [34℄ to a searh faility for light neutral spin-zero (axion-like) partiles �, oupling toeletromagnetism, at low energies, aording toL = �14F��F �� + 12������� 12m2��2 � 14g�F�� ~F �� ; (33)5One might also wonder how one an distinguish this signal from a signal aused by an eletri urrent ofminiharged partiles, the latter being Shwinger pair produed in the eletri �eld of the avity, as suggested inRef. [33℄. This is atually quite simple. Sine suh a urrent would ow in the diretion of the eletri �eld onean simply hoose the separation between the two avities in our setup to be perpendiular to the eletri �eld.The miniharged partile urrent would then simply miss the detetor avity.8



Figure 5: Shemati illustration of a \mirowaves permeating through a shielding" experiment for thesearh for an axion-like partile � mixing with the photon in the presene of a magneti �eld.where ~F�� is the dual eletromagneti �eld strength tensor6. In fat, by plaing both the emitteras well as the detetor avity eah into a magnet of strength B, one may drive the detetoravity now with the axion-like partiles whih have been produed in the emitter avity andwhih have reonverted in the detetor avity (f. Fig. 5). From a alulation similar to the onepresented in this letter, one �nds, in analogy to (29), for the probability that a photon passesthrough the shielding and is emitted by the seond avity [34℄,Ptrans � �g B!0 �4 QQ0 jGj2: (34)Let us estimate the disovery potential of suh an experiment, given urrent tehnology. State-of-the-art axion dark matter experiments suh as ADMX [31℄ exploit standalone RF avitiesbased on normal-onduting tehnology7 with Q � 106 inside a strong magnet with B �10 T. Using these numbers and Pem = 1 W, Pdet = 10�26 W, we estimate a sensitivity ofg � 8 � 10�10 GeV�1, for m� . !0 = 5 �eV { about one order of magnitude above the(albeit model-dependent, f., e.g., [35; 36℄) limits set by solar energy loss onsiderations [37℄and by the non-observation of solar axion-like partile indued photon regeneration by theCAST ollaboration [38℄, but onsiderably better than the limits of present day optial \lightshining through a wall" experiments (for a review and referenes, see, e.g., Ref. [25℄). Animprovement in the sensitivity to the range g � (10�15 to 10�14) GeV�1, predited for properQCD axions [39; 40; 41℄ in the �eV mass range [42; 43; 44℄, will require still substantial tehnialadvanes.In onlusion: In this letter, we have proposed a simple experiment to searh for massivehidden setor photons that have kineti mixing with ordinary photons. The experiment wouldallow to probe a region of parameter spae that is so far unexplored by laboratory experimentsas well as astrophysial observations. Therefore, it bears signi�ant disovery potential forhidden setor physis.AknowledgmentWe would like to thank Holger Gies, Ernst-Axel Knabbe and Lutz Lilje for many disussionsand important information.6The e�etive Lagrangian (33) applies for a pseudosalar �, orresponding to a parity odd spin-zero boson.In the ase of a salar axion-like partile, the F�� ~F�� in Eq. (33) is replaed by F��F�� .7In the strong magneti �eld required for this setup it is unlear whether one an use a superonduting avitythat would, in priniple, allow for a higher Q value. 9
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